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The reasons for introducing the online
permits

Online permit sales were established at a time when agencies and Tourist information
centers were closed due to the epidemic. In order for the kayakers to be able to go to 
the river without hindrance and meet the requirements of the Decree. 

In addition to that we wanted to make it easier for the users to purchase
The permits.

An online control of valid permits has also been established by the
Inter-municipal Administration. 



The reasons for introducing the online
permits

Navigation on individual inland waters in its area is regulated by the 
local community in accordance with natural conditions with a general 
act on determining the navigation regime for the safety of navigation of 
everyone involved. 

In determining the navigation regime, the local community must take 
into account the provisions of this Act and regulations issued on its
basis, regulations on environmental protection, nature and water
conservation, freshwater fishing and spatial planning, and natural
conditions and other conditions that ensure the protection of human 
life and environment.



Navigation Regime

The navigation regime on a single inland waterway, connecting two or more local communities, 
is regulated by local communities by agreement. Navigation regime of volume - determination of
the
fairway and outline of the area where navigation is permitted for commercial, tourist, sports and 
recreational purposes, taking into account the danger of rising waters or other exceptional
conditions; 
- designation of the river area management; 
- determination of the type of vessels and their propulsion; 
- determination and marking of the entry and exit points according to the type of navigation; 
- designation of the operator of the entry-exit point; 
- display of bathing water area; 
- determination of the time during which navigation is permitted; 
- prohibition of navigation due to the specificity of the area, inappropriate weather or

dangerous conditions; 
- other conditions ensuring the protection of human life and the environment. 



Soča Valley area



Navigation Regime

Entry and exit allowed at 18 Entry / exit
points where there are signboards, QR code.

Navigation in the fairway is allowed from 15 
March to 31 October during the day, 

with entry into the river from 9 am onwards
and exit from the river (Srpenica 1)

Srpenica 2 and Trnovo 1 and at the exit point
Trnovo 2 until 8 pm; - at other entry and exit
points and the exit point until 6 pm. 



Monitoring 





Ambasadors sending our messages
accross…



Vision

Evergreen▻ Evergreen is committed to protecting the environment and year-round operation of the
destination.

Outdoor ▻ Includes all activities that guests perform in nature. On the one hand, these are different sports, 
on the other hand, the search for peace, energy and relaxation in nature.

Boutique and personalized ▻ As opposed to mass tourism and unsustainable concepts. ▻ Tailored to 
individual visitors and with their experience in mind.

Experiences▻ Experiences that move from the service level to a new guest experience. They are 
emotionally strong, with new insights, learning and self-awareness.



FUTURE

• One strategy for Doline Soče 2025-2030

• Tight cooperation with Julian Alps ass. and Triglav national
park

• Development of new products

• Sustainable mobility

• User friendly management of tourist movements



Thank you

Suzana Konec - suzana.konec@kobarid.si

Viljam Kvalic – viljam.kvalic@dolina-soce.si


